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Abstract 
The main aim of the paper is to study how the inclusion of nonlocality (gradient de-
pendent terms) into the constitutive equations changes the mathematical description of 
material instability problems. The motivation comes from the theory of dynamical sys-
tems, when the stability analysis can be performed by finding eigenvalues and eigenvectors 
of certain linear operators. Some of the eigenvectors define critical eigenmodes and the 
postbifurcation investigation is based on these critical eigenmodes. The results show that 
by considering the body as a dynamical system the critical eigenmodes can be selected 
when the constitutive equation contains the second gradient term. The wavelength of the 
dominant eigenmode can be identified with the intrinsic material length. 
/{ eywords: material instability, dynamical systems. 
1. Introduction 
In the theory of dynamical systems [15] the loss of stability of a state of the 
system means that the real part of some eigenvalues of an operator describs 
its behavior changes sign. The eigenvectors connected to them are called 
the critical eigenmodes [13]. In nonlinear case, the postbifurcation can be 
studied and described analytically by using these critical eigenmodes. The 
aim of this paper is to study postlocalization in a similar way by considering 
solid continua as dynamical systems [1], [3]. This kind of investigation is 
closely related to the perturbation analysis [6], [16]. 
Unfortunately, for the classical setting [10] there is no possibility to 
obtain specific critical eigenmodes at the onset of material instability. On the 
other hand, in the finite element calculation of material instability problems 
the classical formulation of the basic equations of solid continua results in a 
definite mesh dependence [4], [11], [12]. These are very similar phenomena. 
In those papers the mesh dependence was eliminated by the inclusion of rate 
dependence or nonlocality (gradient effects) into the constitutive equations. 
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In both cases an intrinsic length appeared for dynamic or static instability 
problems. 
In this paper we study hO\\' the inclusion of gradient dependent terms 
into the constitutive equations leads to the appearance of critical eigen-
modes and what kind of mathematical interpretation can be attached to 
the intrinsic length. 
The second part presents the basic equations for the solid body. These 
equations will be transformed into the velocity field, because such form is 
convenient for the following investigation. The third part introduces the 
basic notions of the dynamical system theory and formulates a stability 
condition for a state of the body based on the Lyapunov stability definition. 
In part four a one dimensional linear problem is treated and part five shO\\'s 
how this eigenmode can be used for the description of the nontrivial (post-
bifurcated) state. The wavelength of this eigenmode can be identified \vith 
the intrinsic length. 
2. The Basic Equations 
First the basic equations are studied. In the case of small strain the kine-





where E is the strain tensor, u is the displacement vector and 0 denotes 
diadic product. The equation of motion without body forces is 
pu= Tv, (2) 
where p is the mass density and T denotes the symmetric Cauchy stress 
tensor. 
Let the constitutive equation have the rate form [14] 
er = F (E, E', v 2 E) (3) 
representing both rate-dependent and non local effects. 
By studying the stability of a state SO described by aO, EO ..• the 
constitutive equation can be linearized at So. Let the new variables (j = 
a - aO, E = E - EO .•• be introduced for the perturbations. Because at state 
SO the variables satisfy (3) the linearized rate constitutive equation is [14] 
(4) 
Now Eqs (I), (2) and (4) are the basic equations for the stability investiga-
tion of state So. These equations should be transformed into the velocity 
field v. For the sake of simplicity the bars are omitted in the following but 
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all equations concern the small perturbations of the state S°, thus all the 
calculations are performed in a sufficiently small neighbourhood of 5°. 
For small strains T = a, then from (2), (4) and by using the rate form 
of (1) 
2pv Cl (v 0 V + V 0 v) V + C 2 (v-o V + V 0 v-) V 
+ C 3 V 2 (v 0 V + V 0 v) V. (5) 
In the following the stability investigation of state S° will be based on 
Eg. (.5). 
3. Dynamical Systems, Static and Dynamic Bifurcations 
In abstract form (5) reads 
(6) 
Here v (VI, V2, V3) is a vector of the co-ordinates of the velocity field sat-
isfying the boundary conditions and pI, p2 are linear differential operators 
defined by the right hand side of (5). Eg. (6) can be considered as an infinite 
dimensional dvnamical system. 
The stability of a st"ate of the continuum (S° for example) is defined by 
the Liapunov stability of a solution vO(t) of (6). That is, a state represented 
by vOlt) is stable, when the perturbed velocity field vOlt) + u(t) remains 
sufficiently close to the unperturbed one. Such definitions are also used in 
solid mechanics [7], [8], [9]. The stability investigation of the solution v°(t) 
starts with a transformation into a local form at that solution by substituting 
l;(t) = vO(t) + D(t) 
into (6), 
(7) 
While L'O is a solution of (6) and pI, p2 are linear operators, the first 
terms of each part in (7) are equal, thus the equation of motion (7) of the 
perturbationD(t) has the same form as (6). Then (7) should be transformed 
into a system of first order equations by introducing new variables 
... , 
and vectors 
Yc.;;l (y=1, ... ,3), Yw, ('IjJ = 4, ... , 6) . 
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The transformed equations are 
Yr.r = Y0, (S '.) 
. F-,l F? (9) Y0 = Yr.r + -Y0' 
Now the stability properties are determined by the eigenvalues of the linear 
operator if' defined by the right hand sides of (S) and (9) 1 
F~ i .' ( Fl 'F2 ) 
. \Ytpl Y0) = \Y'~' Vr.r ., Y1f;· 
By using Liapunov's indirect method [5] the solution 1:D is asymptotically 
stable, when the real parts of all eigenvalues of F are negative. In case of 
zero real parts, the system is on the stability boundary. The characteristic 
• £' ;::; cl equatlon 01 r re"k s 
(l0) 
By substituting the first group of (10) into the second group 
\ 2 \ j:'2 I DI - 0 /\ YCP - /\~ Y:.p - I: Y,P- (ll) 
is obtained. The condition of stability is Re.\, ::; 0, i = 1 '" for all )'i 
satisfYing (ll). The tvpical \vav in which stability is lost is by: (a) a rea! 
or" (b) the! real part. of a pai'r of complex conj~gate Ad and AC2 (= ),cd 
changes sign, \vhile all the others satisfy ReA; < 0, i =f. c or i =f. cL c2, 
respectively. Thus the loss of stability can either be CL generic static (a) or 
dynamic (b) bifurcation [3]. This classification is quite similar to the one in 
[16], where a) is calied the strain hardening type and b) is the rate sensitivity 
type. In case a) (ll) has a (real) eigenyalue Ac = O. Then the condition of 
the static bifurcation is 
Fly'P = O. ( 12) 
Note that this phenomenon is the same as the divergence instability or the 
onset of strain iocalization [10]. In this case also the uniqueness of the 
solution vD is lost and other, nontrivial solutions can appear. 
At the dynamic bifurcation (b) the eigenvalues are imaginary conju-
gates, AC2 = A~l' thus the condition is 
(13) 
The main difference between the cases a) and b) is that in b) the uniqueness 
of vD persists, but the Liapunov stability is lost. 
In the follo\\'ing the static bifurcation of a stationary (or steady state) 
solution will be studied. A solution of (8) and (9) is called stationary, when 
Yr.:; = Y..j.; = O. 
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Let us study what happens with such solutions at a static bifurcation. In the 
investigation also the nonlinear terms IV (YCP' Y1/;) are necessary. When the 
nonlinear terms are included from (8) and (9) for the stationary solutions 
(14) 
is obtained, where 1\' (y",) IV (Y:.c;, 0). Assume that Fl depends on a (for 
example loading) parameter fJ. and at fJ. = 0 condition (12) of the static 
bifurcation is satisfied \vith the eigenmode y~, 
o. (1.5 ) 
1'\ r>' .:::.., Uenmng r' Eg. (14) is 
11l=0) y.;: + N (y",) . (16) 
In static bifurcation theory [2J in a small neighbourhood of vO (or state SO) 
the nontrivial solution can be searched for i:l the form 
,vhere q is a small real number. By substituting into (16) 
(17) 
)s obtained because of (1.5). By introducing a scalar product < ... > from 
(17) an approach of The bifurcation equation [13] 
(18) 
is obtained, which is a non-linear algebraic equation for q. By performing 
power series expansions and considering only the first few terms it can be 
solved for q = q(fl). Then for sufficiently small fJ. the nontrivial solution 
is obtained. 
In the next parts the static bifurcation of a solid body will be studied 
in a one dimensional problem. 
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4. The One Dimensional Linear Case 
Let a rod of length L be considered. Then the constitutive equation in rate 
form is 
Eqs (8) and (9) in this case are 
Yl 
Now the characteristic equation (11) is 
In case of homogeneous boundary conditions 
where 
kiT 
0:k = L (k = 1, ... ) 






When Cl is positive, all the eigenvalues are negative, thus the state is stable. 
The a) type loss of stability happens, when 
(24) 
Thus at 
0:k = 0:k", = J -Cl . 
C3 
(25) 
In this case the only function of form (22) satisfying (25) is 
iPi~x c' v = eO. (26) 
Obviously, 'when for some k 
(27) 
one of the eigenvalues Al.2.k has a positive real part. For that k this implies 
instability. 
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While Cl is the tangent of the stress-strain diagram at state 50 and 
during a quasistatic loading process it gets increasingly negative values on 
the softening side, the first critical ale is at k = 1. For a fixed Cl < Clcrit = 
-a?c3 in the instability part of the stress-strain diagram several unstable 
eigenvalues could exist. Then in the unstable zone, all perturbations with 
wavelength 
lead to unstable behaviour. 
Expression (23) shov,,'s the differences of the gradient dependent and 
independent cases. When the material is gradient independent, C3 = O. 
Then from (23) 
The condition of the a) type loss of stability is Cl 
implies 
(28) 
O. because then (28) 
(29) 
By comparing (24) and (29) the main difference is that (24) defines a critical 
k = kx (see (2.5)) and consequently a critical eigenmode t iOkoX for the per-
turbation. In (29) all values k k = 1, 2 ... and all perturbations eiQhX are 
critical whenever Cl = O. In other words, for gradient independent constitu-
tive equation all wavelengths are critical. At the end of part 3 the nontrivial 
solutions were searched for as linear combination of the critical eigenmode. 
Such study cannot be performed for rate independent constitutive equation 
because of the infinite number of critical eigenmodes. 
In case of an adiabatic localization L tends to infinity. Then the in-
stability condition (24) can be satisfied by any arbitrary small real a, thus 
the state loses stability, when Cl gets negative values. Thus the stability 
boundary for the adiabatic case is Cl = O. In the softening region for a fixed 
negative Cl similarly to (2.5) the wavelength of the critical perturbation 
can be defined as an intrinsic length. All periodic perturbations having 
larger wavelength than Z'" cause instability. The following part explains how 
l* describes the postlocalization when also nonlinearity is present. 
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5. The Effect of Material Nonlinearity 
In this section a non-linear constitutive equation proposed by [17] is used 
(30) 
for the adiabatic postlocalization investigation in the one dimensional case 
of the previous part. Assume that the loss of stability of state SO happens 
at Cl = ClO. By introducing a small 0 < J..l ~ 1 
(31 ) 
By using (30), (31) and the one dimensional form of (1) and (2) the equation 
of motion for ,he velocity field is 
(32) 
Since the localization is a static bifurcation [3], -vhe postbifurcation inves-
tigation can be restricted to the steady state solutions ij =v = 0 of (32). 
Then instead of (32) 
(33) 
is used. 
In the linear study of the previous section the eigensolution (26) was 
obtained for v. Thus, for homogeneous boundary conditions sin (o:x) can be 
identified as the first critical eigenmode function. As outlined in section 3 
the bifurcated nontrivial solution of (33) can be searched for a linear combi-
nation of the critical eigenmodes. Now there is a unique critical eigenmode, 
thus 
VC = qsin(o:x), 
where Iql ~ 1 and 0: satisfies (2.5). Function VC can be substituted into (33) 
and then the scalar product (the left hand side of (18)) 
g(g,~) J (( (CIO::, -C3:.4, - ~::2) QSin(aX)) sin(ax) 
° 
+ C4 ( B3g ~;; fr,) ) ') sin (fr, )d. 
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defines function g(q, f.L) for the approximate bifurcation equation 
g(q, f.L) = o. (34) 
By solving (34) 
q= (35) 
and thus the nontrivial solution is 
or by using (25) 
c 3c§ . H,l 
V 1 = --. --?f.Lsm(x --). 4rrc4ci C3 (36) 
In (36) the coefficient of x in the sine shows that the intrinsic length being 
the wavelength of VC is the wavelength of the nontrivial solution. 
6. Summary 
The effect of the inclusion of gradient dependence on the divergence type 
material instability was studied. The method of the analysis was based on 
the theory of dynamical systems. Firstly, a stability condition was formu-
lated for the differential operators defined by the system of basic equations 
of the solid continuum. 
In a one dimensional case a linear problem was treated. VVhen the 
constitutive equation contains the second gradient term, a unique eigenvalue 
changes sign at the loss of stability. It makes possible to find a critical 
eigenmode and, for a non-linear constitutive equation, a non-trivial solution 
can be obtained. For gradient independent materials such calculation is 
impossible, because at the loss of stability infinite number of eigenvalues 
change sign at the same time. 
The intrinsic material length could be identified with the minimal 
wavelength of the unstable perturbations. This is the wavelength of the 
nontrivial solutions at the static bifurcation. 
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